EXPOSED: SECRET REGIME CHANGE PLOT TO DISTABILIZE SOUTH
AFRICA
We, concerned members within NUMSA, chose to expose role-players involved in an
underground plot to destabilise South Africa as part of efforts by rogue elements within
the NUMSA’s leadership to effect regime change in South Africa. It is unacceptable that
a worker’s movement (in the form of NUMSA) is turned into a tool to settle political
scores and drive a regime change agenda that is not endorsed by the collective
membership.
The alleged plot is led and facilitated by key leaders within various political
organisations/parties, institutions of higher learning, international companies and
civic groups – both locally and abroad. Central to the success of this initiative, are plans
to influence mainly the poor, presenting the so-called “socialist philosophy” and
socialism, as a “fix-it-all solution” to problems facing South Africa and its people.
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The strategies and goals of all role players involved in include the following:












To effect Regime Change
Disguising socialism as a “quick fix” solution to all the country’s challenges
Formation of a political party, the United Front (UF), to carry their regime change
agenda forward –– using the United Democratic Front (UDF) approach.
The recruitment of other political parties to facilitate and endorse their regime
change agenda
To instigate wide spread violence and instability within South African
communities
To influence and confuse South African communities using socialist rhetoric and
theories.
Relying on radical and forceful approaches to addressing economic inequalities
such as ‘land grabs’, similar to those practiced by the Zimbabwean government.
To destabilize the mining sector in order to achieve their own personal economic
interests
Exploitation of institutions of higher learning to indoctrinate South Africans using
“socialist philosophy”
The use of so-called “international experts” on socio-political issues to endorse
and facilitate their plans to effect regime change in South Africa
Establishing their own intelligence structures (in collaboration with foreign
governments and international companies) to facilitate their regime change
agenda.

Foreign Role-players
The alleged plot includes a list of international actors which have endorsed regime
change efforts in South Africa, and are supporting its realization. These foreign roleplayers were invited to NUMSA’s symposium of Left Parties/Movements on 7-10
August 2014 in Benoni, Gauteng.
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